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(15) Dir Nick CassavetesUS 2006.
Nick Cassavetes – son of genius John
Cassavetes – is solid proof that talent is a
recessive trait. But with Alpha Dog, legacy
was the least of his problems. Having obtained
insider materials from a prosecutor building a
case against 25-year-old fugitive Jesse James
Hollywood, Cassavetes was blindsided when

the accused was arrested in March 2005. The
movie was reworked in time for a Sundance
premiere last January, and in October the
prosecutor got booted by a lower court for
jeopardising Hollywood’s right to a fair trial. 

If the resulting patchwork plays like a
sexed-up Boy Meets Worldepisode tricked 
out with a gangsta backbeat, it does at least
prompt speculation on whether it could have
turned out any other way. Pace the elder
Cassavetes, Alpha Dogevokes the work 
of another indie fixture, Larry Clark. As told,
‘Johnny Truelove’ (Emile Hirsch) orders the
kidnapping and eventual murder of 15-year-
old Zack (Anton Yelchin), the brother of a 
drug dealer (Ben Foster) who owes Truelove
money. In the interim, Zack plays best bud to
Truelove’s most lovable/feckless henchman
(Justin Timberlake), who enables socialisation
with at least three-dozen witnesses, labelled
with numbers in title cards. 

Restrained by apparent fidelity to the
material – ‘parents’, played by the likes of
Bruce Willis and Sharon Stone, contribute
fake-doc interviews – Alpha Dogcompensates
for the dearth of immediacy by overabuse 
of split screen. As Truelove, Hirsch exudes 
all the primal terror of Dennis the Menace;
indeed, jurors who see the film might let
Hollywood off with a juvie sentence. 
Ben Keningsberg
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(15) Dir Zack Snyder US 2006.

As the leonine David St Hubbins of Spinal
Tap once said, there’s a fine line between
clever and stupid. In modern cinema, the line
between films and computer games is also
becoming almost indistinguishably fine and
this film staggers between very clever and
very stupid at regular turns. As an

adaptation of Frank ‘Sin City’ Miller’s 
1998 graphic novel about the 480BC battle 
of Thermopylae, 300 tells the bloody tale 
of the 300 Spartan warriors who fought
Xerxes’ vast Persian army.

Like Sin City, this combines live action
with digitally created backgrounds and
visually it’s very clever, very stylish and, 
at times, looks like nothing you’ve ever seen
before. But CGI wizardry only takes it so 
far: for a tale that sets out to depict valiant
heroism, it never really feels stirring or
passionate.  It just feels like you’re watching
your little cousin play a very smart computer
game. That might be a bit harsh on Gerard
Butler who is solid as King Leonidas (despite
playing the Greek hero in a Scottish accent)
while Lena Headey is more than fine as his
no-nonsense wife. After that, however, it’s
just a lot of semi-naked men sticking their 
big swords into each other and stumbling
through a plot as basic as that in an adult
movie. Gladiator and Braveheart meets 
Lord Of The Rings with Sin City graphics,
was probably how it was pitched and on
paper that sounds fantastic – and in Frank
Miller’s graphic novel, it really was – but
done like this it’s flat and emotionless.  

In years to come we suspect it will be
considered a kitsch  classic for its buff 
men in leather Speedos and red capes
complementing each other on a ‘good 
thrust’, and the cross-dressing Xerxes
demanding people kneel before him, but 
right now it feels distinctly lacking.  
Matthew Pomroy
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(12A) Dir Todd Field US 2007.

Todd Field’s follow-up to his debut In The
Bedroom, Little Children is another literary
adaptation about American bourgeois
discontent brought to the surface by dark
deeds. The setting is the wealthy suburb of
East Wyndam, Massachusetts. Kate Winslet
is Sarah, frustrated housewife to a little-seen
businessman. Patrick Wilson (Angels In
America) is perennial law student and stay-
at-home dad Brad, whose prom-king looks
make him an object of playground fascination
for Sarah and the coven of mums with whom
she shares afternoon breaks. Neither, it turns
out, is best pleased with their lot or ready to
entirely relinquish their wellbeing and desires
to their children’s. Meanwhile, a sex offender
has been released into the gossipy
community, where finger-pointing takes
precedence over self-examination...

With its unhurried pace and ultra-
knowing narration (Sarah’s daughter is
described as ‘this unknowable little
person’), there’s no missing the film’s
origins in co-writer Tom Perrotta’s source
novel, with its own explicit nods to Madame
Bovary. Winslet and Wilson make for
sympathetically conflicted leads and the
first half offers quietly biting observations

on over-parenting and under-directed lives,
with the amorphous scapegoat of the sex
offender making an efficient lightning rod
for various anxieties and prejudices. The
photography, editing and sound design 
are intelligent and pointed, too. But the
narrative structure is less satisfying,
straying from the central dynamic to
somewhat laboured subplots before
careening back to a melodramatic climax.
Less glib than American Beauty and 
less likely to frighten the horses than
Happiness, Little Children ultimately 
seems to display the conformity to
convention that so alarms its central
characters. Ben Walters

Little Children
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(PG13) Dir Mira NairUS 2006.

Gogol Ganguli (Kal Penn) is a walking
melting pot-born to Bengali immigrants,
bred in Queens and blessed (or cursed) with
a famous Russian author’s name. Of course
he’s going to be caught in a whirlpool of
assimilative confusion.

Mira Nair’s take on Jhumpa Lahiri’s
popular culture-clash novel, however,
doesn’t suffer from an identity crisis. It
knows exactly what it is: an adaptation
that’s intended to inspire crescendoes of
sobs or cheers as Gogol’s groping for self-
realisation becomes a monumental triumph
of the human spirit. And don’t think for 
a second that the film won’t come on like 
a Saint Bernard puppy in order to
accomplish these goals.

To its credit, The Namesake tackles the
Old World-versus-New World conflict with
far more grace than its broad, mugging
brethren (East Is East, Bend It Like
Beckham). Penn throws himself into Gogol’s
various personae – Kumar-like stoner,
Manhattan yuppie, mildly militant Indian-
American– with admirable verve, but his
dramatic range needs to extend beyond
gritting his teeth and glaring. Better is 
Irfan Khan as Gogol’s father, who sums up 
a lifetime of resignation and disappointment
in a single cigarette drag. But Nair’s
tendency toward touchy-feeliness too often
plays like cheap middlebrow pandering; 
if Oprah ever started a movie club, the
director’s work would top the list. Her

inability to resist dropping in cutesy
moments, like a faux-Bollywood
honeymoon dance, only makes things more
cloying, and when the central story gives
way to family melodrama and follow-your-
bliss remarks, it’s time to prep the insulin
shots. David Fear

The Namesake
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